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fine  

pair  

circle  

include  

built  

can’t  

matter  

square  

syllables  

perhaps  

bill  

felt  

suddenly  

test  

direction  

 

Writing Practice 
Directions:   Write the words on the lines. 
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fine include matter perhaps suddenly 

pair built square bill test 

circle can’t syllables felt direction 
 

   

   

   

   

   

 

  

Spelling Practice 
Directions:   Print each word into the box it fits. 
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fine include matter perhaps suddenly 

pair built square bill test 

circle can’t syllables felt direction 
 

 

 

 
  

Word Search 
Directions:   Find and circle the words. 
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bill   
 good or well   

built   
 two of something  

can’t   
 a round shape 

circle   
 to make it part of something 

direction   
 to have made something 

felt   
 cannot 

fine   
 what every thing is made of 

include   
 a box shape  

matter   
 word parts   

pair   
 not for sure or what may be 

perhaps   
 a list of how much 

money one must give 

 

square   
 to have put a hand on 

or to have thought 

 

suddenly   
 quickly 

syllables   
 a way to check what is 

learned 

 

test   
 how to do something or 

a way to move 

 

 

 

Matching 
Directions:   Draw lines to match the words and meanings. 

im por•tant 
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stte She took a __ __ __ __ at school.   

llsbsyale “America” has 4 parts or __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __. 

ydueldsn The sun came up and made it warm __ __ __ __ __ __ __ _ . 

eqrsua The dog door looks like a __ __ __ __ __ __.  

hsarppe __ __ __ __ __ __ __ they will go if it is warm. 

iarp Each person has a __ __ __ __ of eyes.  

trtmea All things are made of __ __ __ __ __ __. 

ecndilu Did the group __ __ __ __ __ __ __ your friend? 

neif I am well now, and I feel __ __ __ __. 

eflt The water __ __ __ __ cold to my hand. 

icnitrdeo Go that  __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ to the city. 

iclrec Draw a __ __ __ __ __ __ to be the sun.  

cn’ta She __ __ __ ’ __ play because it is cold. 

tulbi The men __ __ __ __ __ a house on the land. 

bill Here is money for the products’ __ __ __ __ . 
 

Word Scramble 
Directions:   Unscramble the word for the sentence. 
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fine include matter perhaps suddenly 

pair built square bill test 

circle can’t syllables felt direction 
 

1.  She is ______________________ now that she is warm. 

2.  Each person has a ______________________ of feet. 

3.  Draw a ____________________ to make an eye on the head. 

4.  He will ______________________ the girls in his game. 

5.  The boys __________________ a house with pieces of wood. 

6.  He ______________________ come because he must work. 

7.  Water has three states of ______________________. 

8.  A _________________ has 4 sides that measure the same. 

9.  “Products” has two word parts or _____________________. 

10.  When the work is done, ___________________ you can play. 

11.  I need money for the ______________________. 

12.  The sun ______________________ hot on my back. 

13.  The wind came up, and  _____________________ it was cold. 

14.  I did well on my ______________________ on vowels. 

15.  Go that ______________________ to get to the mountains. 
 

 

Finish the Sentence 
Directions:   Write a word which belongs in the sentence. 


